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Abstract 
Padmanabhan elucidated the concept of super radiance in black hole physics 
which would lead to loss mass of a black hole, and loss of angular momentum 
due to space-time infall of material into a black hole. As Padmanabhan ex-
plained it, to avoid super radiance, and probable break down of black holes, 
from in fall, one would need in fall material frequency, divided by mass of 
particles undergoing in fall in the black hole to be greater than the angular 
velocity of the black hole event horizon in question. We should keep in mind 
we bring this model up to improve the chance that Penrose’s conformal cyclic 
cosmology will allow for retention of enough information for preservation of 
Planck’s constant from cycle to cycle, as a counterpart to what we view as un-
acceptable reliance upon the LQG quantum bounce and its tetrad structure to 
preserve memory. In addition, we are presuming that at the time of z = 20 in 
red shift that there would be roughly about the same order of magnitude of 
entropy as number of operations in the electro weak era, and that the number 
of operations in the z = 20 case is close to the entropy at redshift z = 0. Finally, 
we have changed Λ  with the result that after redshift = 20; there is a rapid 
collapse to the present-day vacuum energy value i.e. by z = 12 the value of the 
cosmological constant, Λ likely being the same, today, as for what it was when 
z = 12. And z = 12 is the redshift value about when Galaxies form. 
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1. Introduction 

We start with the premise that LQG tetrad structure will in itself not be suffi-
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cient to preserve cosmological memory from cosmological cycle to cycle. Ap-
pendix A outlines how we view the well intentioned LQG memory preservation 
program and the alternative, a refinement of the conformal cyclic cosmology 
program of Penrose which will make use of refining the concept of super ra-
diance and how to avoid it, so as to heighten the chance of preserving cosmolog-
ical “memory” from one cycle of creation to another one of the candidates for 
memory transfer given by data as supplied by Natarajan in GR 20 in pre galactic 
black holes formed at about z = 20 to z = 12 (red shift) times by super massive 
black holes at least 500 times the mass of our star, Sol. The candidate for infor-
mation inflow into the initially massive black holes as we choses it would be ma-
nifest in relic gravitational waves. To quantify in fall into these primordial black 
holes we will represent GW by massive gravitons, with the mass of a graviton as 
given by 

2
graviton3

2
m h Tκ

− ⋅ = ⋅                        (1) 

Our work uses Visser’s [1] analysis of non-zero graviton mass for both T and 
h.  

Furthermore, his version of uv uv uvg hη= +  can be written as setting 

( )graviton2 exp 2uv u v uv

m rGMh V V
r

η
 ⋅  

= ⋅ ⋅ +     

            (2) 

If one adds in velocity “reduction” put in with regards to speed propagation of 
gravitons [1]  

2 4
graviton

graviton 2 2
graviton

1
m c

v c
ω

⋅
= ⋅ −



                   (3) 

We argue that in doing so that we are paying strict attention to the issues 
brought up in the following references [2] [3] and [4] which the author has dis-
cussed in Rencontres De Moriond, in 2017, in the cosmology section, as of 
March 2017, and which came up also in Dice 2018, September, and also in Mar-
cel Grossman 15 in innumerable discussion the author had in July 2018 in the 
Black hole symposium run by Alexander Zakharov, in Rome Italy in his 3 days 
of Black hole physics which the author partook of as a Poster entry in that part 
of the Marcel Grossman 15 conference. 

One can insert all this into Equation (1) to obtain a real value for the square of 
frequency > 0, i.e. note that Kim’s article [5] is with regards to Gravitons in 
brane/string theory, but it is likely that the same dynamic for semi classical re-
presentations of a graviton with mass. 

2. Conditions Allowing for Recycling of Planck’s Constant in  
Penrose’s Cyclic Universe Model Revisited 

The main methodology in the Penrose proposal has been in Equation (4) evaluating 
a change in the metric abg  by a conformal mapping Ω



 to 
2ˆab abg g= Ω ⋅


                        (4) 
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Penrose’s suggestion has been to utilize the following 
1

ccc
−Ω→Ω

 

                       (5) 

Infill into cosmic black hopes has been the main mechanism which the author 
asserts would be useful for the recycling apparent in Equation (5) above with the 
caveat that 


 is kept constant from cycle to cycle as represented by 

old cosmology cycle present cosmology cycle≡                (6) 

What would be crucial in doing both Equation (5) and Equation (6) would be 
in specifying how massive black holes as of at least 500 times the mass of the sun, 
i.e. 500M



, large mass of a black hole formed between z = 20 and z = 12 red-
shifts i.e. before galaxy formation, would tend toward conditions for which Equ-
ation (6) could be fulfilled. We do this by looking at details for Ω



 satisfied by 
information gathering which we bring up now. 

Necessary Construction Details for the Mapping 


Ω  

The procedures for giving linkage to a formulation of Ω̂  means that one must 
consider a basic construction given by Penrose as to his ccc proposal. Note also 
[6]. And the Penrose ccc proposal which we will outline below, namely that one 
has 

8π Source for gravitational field
mass energy density term
gravitational metric
vacuum energy

E T g
T
g

= ⋅ + Λ ⋅ =
=
=

Λ =

          (7) 

with  

( )1c Temp βΛ = ⋅                      (8) 

For an invariant E for cycle to cycle no matter what Equation (8) gives us, this 
leads to the following statement as to a formulation of Ω̂  i.e.  

( ) ( )
initial final initial final

2
finalfinal initial

& ab ab

E E g g

g g

= ⇔ Λ⋅ ≡ Λ ⋅

Λ ⋅ = Λ ⋅Ω ⋅


             (9) 

i.e. is this possible? only if there are very small initial wavelengths at/before the 
electro weak regime, i.e. a wave length perhaps as small as Planck length. The 
problem is that in doing so, and this appears to be intuitive and obvious, some-
thing which is contradicted by Durrer’s [7] treatment of early universe plasma 
waves generating early universe GW. We then state for hypothesis that if N is a 
numerical count which has led us to hypothesize using 

entropyS NΩ∝ ≈


                     (10) 

3. Information as Given in Space-Time Infall into Early  
Universe Black Holes and the Problem of Avoiding  
Super-Radiance 

Note that Beckwith [8] has used Y. Ng’s [9] counting algorithm with regards to 
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entropy, and non-zero mass (massive) gravitons, where  

( )3log 5 2S N V Nλ ≈ ⋅ + ≈  . 

Furthermore, making an initial count of gravitons with 7~ 10S N≈  gravi-
tons with Seth Lloyd’s [10] [ ]3 4 7

total ln 2 #operations ~ 10BI S k= =  as implying 
at least one operation per unit graviton, with gravitons being one unit of infor-
mation, per produced graviton. Note, Smoot [11] gave initial values of the oper-
ations as 

[ ] 10
initially

#operations ~ 10                   (11) 

The number of operations, if tied into bits of “information” may allow for 
space time linkages of the following value of the fine structure constant, as from 
a prior to a present universe, once initial conditions of inflation may be ex-
amined experimentally, i.e. looking at inputs into [8], i.e. the fine structure con-
stant given in [8], which has presumably the value of   

2 2e e
c d h c

λα ≡ ≡ ×
⋅ ⋅





                      (12) 

As of the electroweak era 

[ ]

[ ]

3 451
entropy

71

10 #operations

#operations 10
ew ew ew

ew

S N∼ ∼ ∝

⇔ ≈
          (13) 

We are presuming that at the time of z = 20 in red shift that there would be 
roughly about the same order of magnitude of entropy as number of operations 
in the electro weak era, and that the number of operations in the z = 20 case is 
close to the entropy at redshift z = 0  

[ ]

[ ]

3 467
entropy redshift 20 redshift 20 redshift 20

89
redshift 20

10 #operations

#operations 10

S N
= = =

=

∼ ∼ ∝

⇔ ≈
   (14) 

After this is done it is useful to note that the number of operations as to the 
redshift = 20 at the formation of the first set of super massive black holes would 
be about the same as entropy today which the author views as no accident i.e. the 
number of super massive black holes is at least 100,000 or more with a mass of at 
least one hundred to ten thousand times the mass of the sun   

Then there could be an infall of less than 1084 - 1087 operations/per black bole. 
After this is done, note that the particle in fall per black hole is less than 1062 
value. Interstellar space has 2.73 Kelvin and was only semi hotter at a red shift at 
z = 20. The situation then is that a black hole five times the mass of the sun 
would have a temperature 12 × 10−9 Kelvin, and that could easily drop to about 
10−11 Kelvin, which is about the temperature for a black hole 20 - 50 times the 
mass of the sun, and that due to 

3

Black hole
Black hole8π

cT
kGM

=
                    (15) 
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Then the next step would be to look at the resulting temperature differential 
flowing into the black hole which would be  

background Black holenear Black hole 10 Kelvin 2.73 KelvinT T T α∆ = − ≈ ≥   (16) 

We look at a black hole of would be mass 22 58 210 kg 10 eV c∝ , mass of this 
value would be for a black hole having the temperature given in Equation (15), 
leading to if each graviton having 29 210 eV c−  number of gravitons of about 
1087 gravitons; then leading to for 1000 super massive black holes an intake of 
approximately 1090 later entropy-value into 100 - 1000 black holes. This is equiv-
alent to processes coming from infall from cosmological space-time into 100 - 
1000 black holes.This is close to the present value of entropy today and is similar 
to values given by Lloyd as to the entropy of the present universe, which we do 
not think is an accident. Therefore, the inflow of heat into 100 - 1000 pre galactic 
black holes which is a thermal energy, as given by 100 - 1000 super massive early 
black holes is equivalent to 1090 later entropy equivalent. Also the value of about 
1084 - 1087 operations/per black bole, we look at less than or equal values of the 
number of operations set up to be processed as given by the electroweak era to 
be eventually generating approximately a 1090 later entropy numerical count as 
created about z = 20, which again we think is no accident. 

4. A Way to Create Conditions for Planck Value from Cycle to  
Cycle, While Tackling the Problem of Super Radiance and  
Black Hole Physics as of about z = 20 and Making Sense of  


Ω  

To do this note that Ω


 we write as proportional to entropy, specifically be-
cause of; ( ) ( )2

finalfinal initialab abg gΛ ⋅ = Λ ⋅Ω ⋅


 we write entropy as given by Cai 
as, if S r⊕∝  and r⊕  is the radius of the black hole horizon, then if M is the 
mass of a black hole  

2
entropy Black hole Black hole

3GS N S M
G

≤ = ⇔ ≈
Λ

            (17) 

Also for the angular velocity, as given by 1H r⊕Ω ∝  

( )Black hole1 1 1 1H r S N Temp β
⊕Ω ∝ ∝ ∝ ∝         (18) 

We write the angular velocity as intertwined into Padmanabhlan’s description 
of super radiance by noting that for infall into a black hole creating instability 
and loss of angular momentum for the black hole we would have super radiance 
for frequency and for mass of an infalling particle m  into a black hole 

( )particles0 Hmω< < Ω                    (19) 

To avoid super radiance, we would have, conversely 

( )particles Hmω > Ω                        (20) 

Or 
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particles m Nω >                        (21) 

The frequency of incoming particles allowing for stable black holes would be 
extremely low, i.e. almost any gravitational radiation and graviton infall into 
Penrose mandated black holes would do it. If one looks at the contribution of 
four and five dimensional black holes to entropy, with L being the dimension of 
a fifth dimension we obtain 

2
Black hole Black hole4D

4πS M=                     (22) 

And  
2

Black hole Black hole Black hole5D
4π 8 27πS M L M= ⋅            (23) 

The outcome would be to have for five dimensional black holes no super ra-
diance if 

( ) ( )1 4
particles Black hole5D

27π 8m N M Lω > ⋅             (24) 

The frequency goes down as L increases in size. 

Black Hole Physics as of about z = 20 and Making Sense of Ω̂  

We also can write 

( ) ( )1 4
particles Black hole5D

27π 8m M Lω > Ω ⋅


             (25) 

From 1ˆ ~ 3πG−Ω Λ  and ( )1c Temp βΛ = ⋅ , and making use of the relations  

as given by 
3

Black hole
Black hole8π

cT
kGM

=
 , background Black holenear Black holeT T T∆ = −  due  

to   in the relations we are able to ascertain per black hole 

( ) ( )3
per black hole Black holedue to background per black hole 8πT kGM c∝ ∆ ⋅   (26) 

Also if at z = 20 there is the number of 80z BHN =  black holes at z = 20, the 
contribution to old cosmology cycle present cosmology cycle≡   then can be said to be  

( )
( ) ( )

20 20

3
Black hole

Black holes

times due to background per black hole 8π
z zN

T kGM c
= =∝

∆ ⋅  



  (27) 

We also look then at the value of Ω


 at z = 20 and get from Equation (27)  
67

Redshift 20 Redshift 20
10z z

N= =
Ω ∝ ≈


                (28) 

And we keep in mind that  

( )
( )

67
Redshift 20 Redshift 20Redshift 20

89
Redshift 20 Redshift 20Redshift 20

10

10

z zz

z zz

N

N

= ==

= ==

Ω ∝ ≈ ⋅Λ

≈ Ω ∝ ≈ ⋅Λ





         (29) 

The above hypothesizes changing Λ  with the result that after redshift = 20 
there is a rapid collapse to the present day vacuum energy value i.e. by z = 12 we 
have that Λ  likely the same as today which would be about when Galaxies form. 
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Appendix A 

The generalized Stress Energy component of GR considered which part we 
evaluate. 

To do this we look at, from [12] a GR Einstein stress energy tensor we write as, 
with au  the four vector velocity. Also, ρ  is the relativistic energy density, aq  
the relativistic momentum density, and p is pressure, and abπ  the relativistic 
anisotropic stress tensor due to viscosity, magnetic fields. ρ  has a gravitational 
radiation component. Effectively, Equation (A1) has GW everything elseρ ρ ρ= +  
such that 

GW/Gravtitions everything else

ab a b a b a b ab ab

ab

T u u q u u q ph
T T T
ρ π= + + +

⇔ = +
              (A1) 

We further state, that if we have blackholes as interconnected with worm 
holes, as given in [13] that what is given in Equation (A1) above has counter 
parts in a necessary condition for quantization which can be seen in [14] for 
what is known as semi classical gravity. If we can make a semi classical approxi-
mation, then the energy as given by the zeroth order approximation may be in-
deed treatable by the Schrodinger-Newton equation as in [14] which leads us to 
consider the Equation (6) and Equation (7) of reference [14]. On the other hand, 
if what we bring up in [13] is mainly applicable, we then will take the zeroth or-
der approximation of Equation (A1) and use what is in [15], as far as a mul-
ti-dimensional generalization of the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle, as given 
in [15]. This again will necessitate refinement of what is called in [16], pages 
117-123 the physics of the so called “interior solutions of the Schwarzschild Me-
tric” which the author recommends people review, with an idea toward answer-
ing if the energy component of the stress energy tensor could possibly be related 
to Uncertainty principle physics, or something else. We close then with a rec-
ommendation that the reviewers of this paper also look at [17], especially pages 
141 to 151 to ascertain how our work may give insight as to the possibility of 
quantum mechanical conditions which could give quantum description of tensor 
modes which would relate to gravitational wave physics. This in turn may enable 
experimental inquiry tying in what we are modeling with the physics given in 
references [18] [19] [20] [21]. 
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